
Wednesday 11th November 

Good morning Children, how are you today? We are now approaching halfway through the week 

and today is Remembrance Day. Mrs Thomson has provided a special power point, so that if you 

wish, you can watch and reflect on the importance of today. You may also like to have 2 minutes 

silence to think about all the brave soldiers and service people who have died during wars. Have a 

good day and remember to exercise and have regular brain breaks. 

Maths: Divide by 1 and itself – See how much of the sheet you can do. I couldn’t load a video today, 

but I have uploaded a power point and can direct you to a good You Tube video called Divide by I 

and itself, the link is at the bottom. 

English: Today you will be writing an evacuee letter. Read the English instructions to find out more. 

There is a little video to support your learning and the evacuee power point that you’ve been using 

this week. 

Geography: Geography will be about World War 1 in Europe and the various countries involved. 

Read the instructions page and use the supporting sheet to complete the task. 

Mindfulness: I thought it would be nice to do some paper craft today. I’ve attached a poppy, a 

wreath and a Spitfire plane. Take your time to cut and fold carefully and accurately. If you decide to 

make these, it might be nice to reflect on what they symbolize. The Spitfire was a very famous WW2 

plane and many incredible brave, young pilots lost their lives fighting for the country we know today.  

Daily Challenge: Catch and Clap challenge, see the poster that I’ve uploaded. 

Daily Bad Teacher Joke: What does a cloud wear under his raincoat? Ans: Thunderwear. 

Maths video: 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=divide+by+1+&&view=detail&mid=4EC0064940C29B0ED6D

C4EC0064940C29B0ED6DC&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Ddivide%2520by%2

5201%2520%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVR%26sp%3D-

1%26pq%3Ddivide%2520by%25201%2520%26sc%3D8-

12%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DE7F66A2BF28B4C99BCEF1C9C1C304421 

 

Have a great day, chat soon. 

Mrs Richards 
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